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1. Introduction 

The economic theory of fhe connection between productivity and con- 
sumption was discussed in part I sf 2s paper. Our focus of attention was 
the positive theory of wages. In this second part we discuss ways in which 
the theory can be tested. - 

Much of our discussion in part I was based on an explicit relation between 
productivity and consumption (see fig. 1) postulated by. Leibenstein (1957) 
and used by Mirrlees (1376) and Stiglitz (1976). We shall refer to this as the 
relation. A first task in tble examination of the theory is to discover whether 
the relation, in the form presented by Leibenstein or in the form of the 
frontier of a consumption set .as we have described (see part I of this paper), 
can be constructed from nutritional evidence. 

The theory of wages under study, if it is an appropriate theory, is clearly 
of substantial importance, for an understanding of the rural labour market 
in less developed countries to which the theory primarily, but not exl;lusiT,.2,, 
refers is central to an understanding of those economiee However, the 
empirical literattire in economics on the relation and. the theory is sczn’ty 

and, indeed, Mirclees (1976) states at the close of his article: 

But I suspect that empirical resesrch on the productivity I .ypothesis may 
be the right direction for further research rather than theor!. 

*We have learnt zruch on the Subject of nutrition from Dr. P. Payne 01 the London School 
of Hygiene and Trophcal Medicine. We are very grateful to him for his kindzess and patience aad 
to Drs. D. Bergel au 1 J. Mann of the Faculty of Clinical Medicine, Oxford FJniversity for m-n-q 
constructive suggest;>ns. All opinions and errors are ours. For further acknowledgements s,:e 
part I of this paper. 
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The interest in the relation is, of course, wider than the theory we have 
been examining. It is possible that the theory o:f wages may perform badly 
under eml+rical examination yet the relation itself. could be very important 
fc2 policy. If small increases iin food would substantially improve pro- 
ductivity thlen this should surely affkct government planning. 

Further, an empirical investigatilon of. the consumption set itself, which 
describes the limits of a consumer’s abilities to supply factors given his 
consumption Izvels, fills a lacuna in the empirical examination of the concepts 
of standard economic theory.. The demand and production functions of 
standard eco~romic theory have received close attention from economet- 
ricians. The one remaining part of the stmcture of. standard general 
equilibrium theory, the consumption set [see Debreu (1957)], has been 
virtually igaored. 

We begin our discussion of the nutritional literature with an examination 
of Calorie reci: mmendations for individuals to be healthy, active and 
involved in certain occupations. The next step is to ask how work perfor- 
mance is altered by consumption below these levells. And we should go on to 
ask how magy individuals in a given are& ,zLre consuming below the 
recommended standa.&. If, many people in an area have low levels of food 
consumption relative to these standards, if performance can be thereby 
seriously damaged and if individuals discover this and incorporate the 
discovery into their economic behaviour then the theories of wages giving a 
central role to the relztion may be of importance. 

This approach, through a series of questions, in!dicates serious gaps in our 
knowledge of the relation between Calories and work performance and raises 
substantial doubt. as to the relevance of calculations of the numbers in 
poverty based on caiculations of the income required to meet certain 
nutritional standa.rds. 

Our first approach to testing which we have just described is, therefore, to 
focus directly on zhe relation itself. This is the content of the next section. 
We discuss secondly (in section 3), and briefly, the problems associated with 
a formal econometric test of, the hypotheses disculssed in part I of. the paper. 
This would involve a formal specification of the nature of the relation as well 
as the knowledge participants in the economy have of the relation, and the 
structure of the economy in which they operate. 

The third and final method is the less formal comparison of results, and 
ideas concerning ;,)ossible markets and behaviour derived from part I of. the 
paper with simple observations on markets and be:haviour in practice. This is 
contained in section 4. The evidence we shall discuss for this section will be 
‘nfluenced by our experience in India in 1974-75 and, in particular in the 
village of Pllanpur in West U.IP. where we condtisted an intensive study. 

We shall c6ncll.,d1e by Luggestili; that th.e third and least formal method is 
the best we can i 38 at present to test the positive theory. However we shall 
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1 
be suggesting that. the most promising way forwxd, in particular for pckcy, 
is to pursue some of the questions raised in our discussion of the first 
method and we shall be making particular proposals for further research. 

2. Calories, performance aud poverty 

The relation we wish to examine 
number of efficiency hours or tasks 

describes productivity in terms of the 
performed, in a working day of giver 

clock hours, as a function of consumption. Lcibenstein gave it the particula! 
form shown in fig. l(i). We have chosen to reinterpret the relation as the 
frontier of the consumption set, in the sense of Debreu (1957). We think of Ir 
as the number of tasks carried out per day, and relabel it as n, and c as the 
minimum consumption required to perform n tasks. The region on and 
above the frontier [in fig. l(ii)] is the consumption set itself and is the sel,:tion 
of (c, n) space on which individual preferences over (c, n) pairs are defined. 

Fig. l(i). The relation ktween productivity and consumption as. presented by Leibenstein and 
Mirrlees (c=r.onsumption per day., h=number of etkiency hours per day). In the case where all 
wages are consumed and wage labour is the only source of consumption, the employer’s cost per 

effkiency hour is minimised at w*. 

The above defin,iti.on conceals some important questions which concerrl in 
particular the distinction between the long run and the short run and some 
of them are taken up in subsection 2.2. 

In subsection .2.1 BJe report on our investigation of the nutritional evidence 
as part of our attempt to construct the relation. This is, inevitably, a lengthy 
and detailed process, out we found it fascinating. We then., in 2.2 look at the 
consequences of this evidence for the theori,es discussed iii part I of this 
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consumption set 

Fig. l(ii). The frontier of the consumption set as presented in part II of this paper 
(c=consumpticn per day, n =num”xr of tasks per day). 

paper. IIn subsection 2.3 we examine, in the light of 2.1, estimates of numbers 
in poverty in India, and in 2.4 pose some questilons and make suggestions for 
furlher research. 

2.1. The nutritional e;Gdence 

The frontier of the consumption set is intended to describe the limit of an 
individual’s possible performance. His maximum i’easible number of tasks per 
day, n, will be determined inter alia by his strength, skill, intelligence, 
psychology, and general health as well as food ,intake. Further these causes 
will be interrelated -especially in iii\: long run. In this section, however, we 
concentrate on the ability to translato food calories into work for an 
individual of given skill, intelligence, psychology and so on. We shall, 
therefore, be saying rather little on the long-term effects of some aspects of 
higher living standards, for example better hygiene, protein and vitamins, on 
strength, health and general perforxnance. These effects are, we suppose, of 
substantial importance but we leave them out. of. our discussion for three 
reasons. First, they are beyond the limits of our competence; second, we 
suspect that in the detail required for the relation rather little is known; and 
third, for the shorter rim labour hiring decisions of some employers such 
considerations may be of minor importance. The qualifications that many of 
the aspects just mentii->ned, and others, which are ignored may be of great 
inlportance and that requirements vary a gleat deal across ind.iGdua1.s must 
be borne in mind throughout. Whilst the:se qualifications should not be 
forgotten it is tedious to keep repeating the caveats and we shall not always 
do so. 
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We shall be di.scussing the nutritional literature in some detail. This detail 
is important to our argument. First, incomes in India (see subsection 2.3) 
and in many other poor countries are sue;: that many people must have food 
consumption ,which is very low by nutritional standards. Estimates of the 
extent and severity of malnutrition and the impact on productivity will be 
very sensitive to the levels at which standards are set. There is substantial 
disagreement over these levels and the arguments must therefore be exam- 
ined carefully. Judgement of the relevance of the theory and the importance 
of the relation for policy depend critically on our view of the evidence to be 
examined. Secondly we came to the conclusion that further research is 
urgently needed. We require detailed discussion to demonstrate this and to 
identify possible directions. 

There are two ways of calculating the energy required, in terns of the 
number of Calories (I Calorie= 1000 calories), for given weight and activity 
levels [see Davidson et al. (1975, p. 28)]. The first involves dietary surveys. 
Thus the consumption of (apparently) healthy individuals is monitored to see 
how much food of various kinds individuals with the given w9ight and 
activity levels consume without gaining or losing weight. Then food tables 
are used to divi.de the food content into proteins, fats and carbohydrates. 
The heat of combustion of these constituents (which varies a !ittle across 
foods) is measured using a calorimeter and finally factors are applied to 
adjust for losses in the urine and faeces. Thus the n:_lmber of Calories used 

by the subject is calculated. It is found that the so-called Atwater factors of 
4, 9, SCals/gm for protein, fat and carbohydrate give, in general, quite 
accurate results for heat of combustion rnultiplizcl by proportion absorbed 
when applied to gross food ingested, although of course, the proportion of 
food absorbed will vary with the individual diet and state oi health. 

However, a dietary survey can give no information on IJOW the energy in 
the diet is expended. The alternative, and more suitable for our purposes, is a 
survey of energly expenditure. This involves careful recording of how the 
subject spends his time and then an asses!;ment of the energy cost of each 
activity. The energy cost5 of each activity are measured either by observation 
of oxygen consumed or using published tables. The published tables [see, for 
example, Durnin and Passmore (1967)] are themselves calculated hy 
measurement of oxygen consumed. The oxygen procedure h&s been con- 
firmed by direct calorimetry- placing a human in a calorimeter to measure 
directl;: the heat emitted. 

Both methods of calculating caborific reqliirements give similar resuhs (a ~c!l 
they are, of course, equivalent in principle -see below) but it is c1ea.r that, for 
our purposes, the second carries more information. The economic theory 
under discussion requires that we formalize this second approach into a 
functional relationship relating tasks performed to calorific input. This more 
formal approach seems rare in the nutrition literature. We draw rathel 
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heavily on a recent unpublished paper by Payne and Dugdaie (1975) [related 
publications are (1977a, b)]. We shall, hlowever, see that the relationship we 
require is extremely difficult to identify. 

When food is absorbed by the body the availal,le energy may be used in 
different ways. The individual may be involved in activities of various kinds, 
he may put on weight and he has to maintain the fabric of.his lbody. Mot all 
food eaten is ingested by thr: body, some is passed out in the urine and the 
faeces. References below to Calories retained by an individual will be to the 
calorific value of the food absorbed into the body, hence uet of an allowance 
for the calorific value of excretions (tbe Atwater factors described above 
make such allowances). When food is ingested it may be used to build or 
maintain body tissue, or it may be oxidized. Most food ingested is oxidized 
and the energy thus generated is used for bodil;r functions such as respiration 
and digestion and for muscular contractions by means of which work is 
performed. The tranwition OC enegy into work is not completely efficient and 
a good deal of the calorific content of the food is dissipated as heat, which 
however serves to maintain body ?emperature. Assuming constant body 
temperatc!re the energy retained must be equal (by the first law of thermody- 
namics) to the sum of the energy involved in various uses. The determinants 
of the amount of energy involved in the different uses, and the functional 
forms associated with these determinants’ are matters for both theory and 
experiment and will vary across individuals but the accounting equation 
remains t!re same in the sense that we :idd across the different uses to get the 
total used. 

Let the Calories retained by an individual (net of those that are excreted 
from the system) in some period be c. Suppos.: the weight of the individual is 
W(in kg). Then we ha.ve2 

c== ff(n, W)+L%diW+-kVV’9. (1) 

For expository purprosemi: we have offered a particular form of the equation in 
(1). We shall explain iz first and then go on to describe the difficulties of 
specification and estimation. It is im,p2artant to real&e that eq. (1) is not, as it 
stands, the relation we *are trying to identify. It is a vital first step, however, 
and we shall discuss ohe furt:her steps involved in transforming (1) into thk. 

‘It has been claimed th,at individual variations are genetically determined1 and are to be 
accounted for by variations in the amour,t of heat generated .in the performance of basic bodily 
functions, respiration etc. For a discussion of these variations and their relation to obesity SW: 
James and Tray hum (1976). 

‘Since this is an accounting equaltim, a fillI treatment would include the possibil;ty of a 
kmperature change. For those aho maintain a normal body ‘tzmperature this consideration can 
bc neglected. 
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relation, or frontier of the consumption set, when we discuss the im.plications 
of the nutritional evidence for the ;heory in subsection 2.2. 

The lirst term on the right-hand-side in eq. (l), (l/e)f(n, IV), is the energy 
used up in the muscular contractions for performing n ‘tasks : the work done 
is f(n, IV) and e is the efficiency of the body in converting energy into work - 
e is often thought3 to be around 0.25. The work done by the individual in, 
say, digging would be the raising of soil, overcoming friction in loosening the 
soil, moving aro’und the field and so on. The second term represents the 
energy retained by the body in weight increases over the period (so that for a 
decrease d W < 01. The constant OL will depend inter alkr on tke form in which 
the energy is stored, in particular, the proportion stored as fat- to give 
orders of magnit.ude however,4 one might expect CI to be about 5000 (or 5 
Calories gives 1 g). 

The third term represents the maintenance energy required at minimum 
activity levels merely to maintain the fabric of a body at ‘given weight. This 
was taken by the FAO/WHO Ad Hoc Expert Committee [see FI~O/WHO 
(1973, p. 37)] as 1.5 x BMR where BMR is the basal metabolic rate or ihe 
energy expended (that is the heat produced) under resting and fasting 

. . 
conditions. The extra 507; is for the energy expended in the absorption of 
food, including the work performed by the alimentary canal, plus a ‘mi- 
nimum’ level of voluntary muscular activity, such as dressing and washing 
(we return to this notion of minimum later) and the synthesis of tissue (see 
below for further discussion).. This maintenance energy divided by weight in 
kg to the power 0.75 shows a striking constancy a:rcss ditferent animals,’ 
including humans, and seems to give k around 105Cais -kg-0.75. The third 
term is much the most important constituent of daily Calorie recom- 
mendations. For example the FAO/WHO (1973, p. 38) re?>ort suggests 2600 
Calories for maintenance and 400 Calories for moderate activity for an 
average 65 kg male, at mean ambient external temperature lO’C, aged 20-39, 
to give a total of 3000 Calories per day. We :,hall, following the F,iO/WHO 
call him the reference man. 

We turn now to the problems of specification and estim.ation. It sho,,ld be 
emphasised at the ioutset thait both eq. (1) and the theory in part I of this 
paper refer to changes in energy retained and expended for an individual. On 
the other hand much of the evidence to be discussed refers to comparisons 
across individuals. One must take care, therefore, before incorporating such 
evidence into cq. (1). We havie already stressed that energ)’ requirements vary 
considerably across otherwise similar individuals. And enc. cannot suppose in 

%ee Mountcastle (1968, p. 532). 
‘Chapter 3 in Davidson et al. (147:;). This value of a wocld be appropriate fcr A W <G-see 

belfow especially footno’e 6. Davidson ct al. (1975) is the standard referex.e woik on nutrition. 
SFAO/WHO (1973, p, 37). This is .he source to which most current s:xxific*.rions of Calorie 

requirements refer. 
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compariing individuals of different wB3hts that rhe capabilities of the lighter 
individual wcl>uld be: available to the heavier if only the latter lost weight. 
This last cor:siderati.on is of particular relevance to an appraisal of evidence 
concerning the first term in (1). We now examine the terms in (1) in 
increasing order of difficulty in estimation and specification. 

The issues raised by the second term are relatively straightfo,rward 
although estimates whilch are both precise an’d general should !mot be 
expected. The value of tl will depend on the scurce of,energy extracted. from 
body mass (for d W <:Q), or the way in ,which energy is deposited (for d W 
>O). When weight is lost it appears that the first source is glycogen in the 
liver [giving approximately rCals/gm). This source would not be availakle for 
more: than a fplw hours a:nd the second source would be body tissue (pr,oteins 
yield approximately 4Ca.ls/gm and fats approximately 9 Cals/gm). It is clear 
that a reduction in 1ea.n body mass may have an effect on work performance 
and thus on ,the form of the first term in (1). Values of Q will be lower for 
increases in weight than decreases. The variability in a according to source, 
and the difference for increases and decreases imply that, strictly speaking, 
our notation a4 Wis iilegitlmate.6 

The problems increase when we turn to the third term. Davidson et al. 
( 1975, p. 31), suF;gest that, across humans j? = 1 seems to do as well as 
F=0.73 (the figure ttey give across species) and indeed the FAO,f‘NHO 
Committee (T 973, p. ‘79), eventually base their recommendations on /3=- 1. 
But for an individual losing weight these values of /.? do not seem 
appropriate. Payne and Dugdale (1975, p, 13), show using data from a semi- 
starvation experiment that /3=2 models the decline for this energy require- 
ment rather well. The experiment [see Keys et al. (1950)], was condui:ted in 
the U.S., and involved volunteers on low food intakes for 24 weeks. The 
number p =2 would not necessarily be appropriate for maintenance require- 
ments fos given Win the long run since adaption takes place (see subsection 
2.2). Thus the functional form for the maintenance term is an unsettled issue. 
It shugld be recalled that we are concerned with equilibrium and ch:anges 
over time for an intiividunl. However, we are mainly concerned (see sub- 
section 2.2) with Calorific requirements after equilibrium has been established 
and here variations across individuals would be of some relevance. 

Theire is rolom for disagreement not only over the functional form but also 
concer$ng the overall maintenance levels for a given reference man or 
womri~) (of prescribed weight and age). An individual with variable intake 
will require, on average, more energy to prevent a decline in average body 

We are grateful to N. Scrimshaw for information &3n the ordering of sources when energy is 
extracted from the body. Apparen.tly there is an energy cost of 50 or 60% in the synthes’s of 
food into tissues but a neghgible cost in releasing energy from tissue. These estimates ar,: from 
experiments on rats and pigs- there seem to be none for humans. For further discussion, see 
Payne and Dugdale (1975). 
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weight than an individual with steady intaLe since there is a cost to 
deposition of tissue but not to the release of clergy from tissue. Payne and 
Dugdale (1975) suggest that the cost of this variability, in their example, ie 
around 10% of BMR for their reference man or 160 Cals per da.y. It should 
be noted, however, that there m;liy be costs in both time and utility attached 
to maintaining regularity of intake. 

There is further disagreement as to whether adjustmlents to BMR are 
necessary for differences i.n external temperature. Davidson et al. (1975, p. .32) 
suggest a reduction of 5 or loo/, of the recommended intakes where the mean 
annual temperature exceeds 25’ C, since the BMR is approximately 10 “/, (p. 
26) lower in the tropics than i:t temperate climates. On the other hand the 
FAO Ad Hoc Expert Commil.eee (1973, p. 28) in its document does not 
recommend any such adjustment since they argue a single meteorological 
characteristic may be misleading and certain adaptions- such as light clo- 
thing in the tropics and central heating in the IJS. tend to obscure 
differences. The average annual temperature in the Indian Gangetic Plain is 
around 25°C thus the difference between an estimate of total Calorie 
requirements for the FAO/WHO reference ma.n with and without tempera- 
ture correction could be as much as 200Cals per day. 

The allowance of 50% above BMR in the calculation of maintenance 
energy at ‘minimum’ activity levels may itself be reduced if food is cut back. 
It is worth quoting here at length from Davidson et al. (1475, pp. 39--40) 
since it will also be relevant for our discussion of the first term (l/e)S(n,w) 
the energy expended at work. 

When European men in prisoner of war camps in the Far East were given 
a ration providing only 16il-3Cals daily, they lost weight at first rapidly 
but later slowly [Smith and Woodruff, 1951)]. After an interval of many 
weeks and when the body weight had been reduced by 20 to 25 “/, the 
losses ceased and many of .hem survived till liberation three years later 
with their body weight s ible at this low level. In the Minnesota 
e:xperiment on volunteers sl,lbjected to partiai starvaltion, Keys and hit 
colleagues (1950) sho,wed a Iimilar adaption to a low energy intake with 
stabilisation of body weigh1 at a new lower level. They were! able to 
demonstrate that this adjusli ment was in part clue to a fall in metabolic 
rates, consequent upon the rl::duction on cell mass, but .the main factor was 
a rnarked reduction in V&I, tary physical activity. Here is an example of’ 
r.he control of body weight b!r a variation in energy expenditure. 

Giver, that, of the 3000Cals, Jay for the FAO/WHO reference man, 400 is 
for moderate activity over and above ‘minimum’, 1700 lfor the BMR and 900 
for the 50% above BMR (o,orking in round numbers), the natura: ill- 
terpretation of th: remarks of Davidson et al. is that one can cut into this 
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50% by a reduction in ‘minimum’ activity. And note that there is a big 
variability across individuals in the addition to BMR required for the various 
energy expenditures described above which are part of the ‘minim.um”. Indeed 
in a recent paper James and Trdyhurn (19176) have argued that whereas 
individuals with a tendency to obesity have BMRs no higher than otherwise 
similar subjects, many such individuals require substantially less than an 
exera 50% to furnish a maintenance level for minimum activity (they give 
examples where BMR was above 2/3 of tolaI energy consumption). 

Before examining in detail the energy required for activity above ‘mi- 
nimum’ let us summarise the position on total recommended energy levels 
accepting the FAOWHO estimate of 4OOCals/day for the energy require- 
ments of moderate activity above the minimum. We begin with the 
FAO/WHO recommendation of 3OOOCals/day for the reference 65 kg: man at 
10°C and aged 20-39 and, to give an example of the range of possible 
disagreement we calculate a low estimate of the requirement for the reference 
man to ma.intain constant body weight performing mcderate tasks at 25°C. 
We have suggested that 160Cals/day could be saved by uniform (non- 
varying) eating and activity levels. There could be a 2OOCals/day reduction 
for the higher ambient temperature. Further, and this is rather speculative, it 
may be possible to cut into the 50% above.BMR for minimum activity levels 
by, sa>r, 2OOCals/dcy (over and above the 160 reduction for uniformity). 
Thus a low estimate, accepting 4OOCalsJday for moderate activity and the 
FAO/WHO estimates of BMR would be 244OCals/day. However, the 
FAO/WHO do say that (p.107) ‘a variety of values (of the BMR) ha.ve been 
reported in the literat.tire’. We have not surveyed these values but we give an 
example from the internal evidence of the FAO/WHO report itself. In table 9 
(p. 37) they quote from Calloway and Spector (1954) a maintenance energy 
intake for an adult man as 34Cals/kg/‘day. ‘This lis to be compared with the 
1.5 BMR of the calculation of their recommendations, thus with ;!600/65 
=4OCals/kg/day. Now the use of 34Cals,ikg/day instead of 40 would. reduce 
the 2600 for the reference man to 2210. 

Thus a systematic choice of the low figure, whelrtjver possible, could reduce 
the 3000 by (160+2OO +2OO + 390) = 950 to 2050 Gals/day. We should em- 
phasise that we are not suggesting this as a recommendation and emphasise 
further the four assumptions dirferent from FAO/WHO which are used in 
deriving the figure. We merely wish to give an indication of the range of 
possible disagreement, which seems to us to be very large.’ And there is 
disagreement about average levels. We should not forget the considerable 
variation across individuals. 

The above calculations were for a man of 65 kg. Accepting the FAO/WHO 

‘It appears to us that where there has been a choice the FAOb/WHO Committee selected 
estimates on the higher side. 
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suggestion (p. 29) that for rc .igh calculations total recluirements may bc 
taken as proportional to body yj8feighr a 55 kg man would require 15 % less. 

We have concen;trated on th:: maintenance energy since it is such a high 
proportion of total Calorie reX.Iuirements. Small differences in estimates ,>I 
these maintenance requiremcrm will result in large differences in the reside \I 
amount of energy left for wo.rk, out of a given diet. 

We turn now to the first term in eq. ‘(I):, (l,/e)f(n, IV), the enerl?:/ 
requirements for work. We begin with an indication of the orders .:I’ 
magnitude involved. The FA.!3/WHO used 4 classific8ations: light, m I- 
derately, very and exceptionally active. Examples of each would be,’ 1 :- 

spectively, office workers, light industry, mine workers, rickshaw pullel ;. 
Farmworkers wer’r: either moderately Q: very active. The daily Calor .: 
recommendations for the refel-ence man were (their table 1, p. 29), 27C I., 
3( NH), 35oo0,. 4000,. respectively. 

One estimate of the function f( .,. ) could be obtaineld from table 1 
[Davidson et al. (1975, table 3.9, p, 27)]. The estimates are obtained 1 by 
measuring the extra oxygen taken in by an experimental subject of t.’ e 

Table I 

Energy expemled (Cab*ries) during 10min. walking related to speed of walking and gross bo 1! 
weight.” 

Body weight (kg) 
-- _.-. ---- ----- 

Speed 
(m.p.h. I 0 55 65 75 85 95 

-~-. - -_- -- 

2.0 :4’) f54 29 ;‘:, 36 39 

(6) (7) (9) 
2. 5 26 ::) 35 43 45 

(5) (6) ;‘69 ‘3) (8) 
3.0 ::, (‘6”, 41 45 51 56 

(6) (6) (8) (9) 
3.5 :I; 42 47 51 59 65 

(5) (4) (0’1 (7) (8) 
4.0 41 47 53 601 66 73 
- _______~__ -_ 

TIumbers in bracke:s show differetrces down the column. Entries are converted to Calor es 
from kilo Joules (4.186 kilo Jculesr 1 Calorie). 

respective weight F:hile walkin!; at the speed specified. From a knowleldge >f 
the extra oxygen tried one ma:/ infer an estimate of the energy expended. Ii is 
suggested (p. 27) titat these arp: accurate within ” 15 “/A for any individual. It 
is c:lear that a relation expresslrig increments in energy as a linear function 801 
increments in spectl, and in w, would lit very well. 0~ notion of tasks 
performed, n, woulcl in some circumstances be captured quite well by speed. 
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Again note that we have here comparisons across individuals of given weight 
and not weight changes for a given individual. 

Further, the use of tables of en.ergy expended per minute in certain 
activities involves the implicit assumption of linearity in ~1 of the function 
f(. ,. ). For example [IDavidson. et al. (1975, p. 24)] suggest dri+ng a tru:k 
involves lO-20kJ/min, ballroom dancing 20-30kJ/min and coal mining 30- 
4OkJ/min. Now in any given period an individual will spend a fi:action (less 
than one) of the time in performing the tasks associated with th’: job. This 
fraction wili, one supposes, vary from person to person and job to job and 
there may be good reasons for setting it well below 1; for example a lorry 
driver may be more accident prone if his number of, hours is increased. 
However, it would, presumably, require a similar number of (Calories to 
increase from 6 hours to 8 hours of lorry driving a day as from 12 to 14 
hours. 

The notion that there are limits to human abilities should of course make 
us suspicious of an indefinite linear relat.ion between calorific input and work 
output. There would ‘be little point in pouring 4 millions of Calories down 
the throat of one man in one day and expecting 1 million Caloril::s of output 
(assuming e= l/4). What then might happen if we attenipted to increase 
output and input indefinitely? The human machine would be unable to 
accept Calories beyond a certain level. Also at a high level the efficiency of 
transforming absorbed Calories into usable Calories may deteriorate, so that 
L’ would drop from l/4. Finally, work output itself will have an upper limit, 
ori account of muscle fatigue, so that calories above a certain level could 
o111y increase weight. We have not investigated the literature on this point. 
Perhaps more important in our context the transfer of usable Calories into 
tasks performed, given by the f( .,. ) function may deteriorate. Thus the 
individual would be doing extra mechanical work but would be achieving 
rather little. 

The detailed investigation of work potential at very high C,alorie levels is 
not really our main cclncern. For our current purposes it seems that, at 
constant body weight, extra calorific inputs may be linearly relat.ed to extra 
work output over the range of inputs described by the FAO/WHO for the 
dsfferent levels of activity-see fig. 2. The figure accepts the IFAO/WHO 
relquirement for the reference man at ‘minimum’ activity levels of 
2t~O0Cals/day, and assumes constant body weight. 

This discussion of linearity must, however, be qualified in an important 
way. It is based on the assumption of a fixed method of performing tasks. 
‘We have already emphrasised, in our d!iscussion of the mark-up o’f 50% over 
RMR, the importance of adaptiorr b:f the individual when inpiuts are cut 
back. There is an adjustment in weight and an adjustment in the way in 
%Gsh tasks can be performed. And adjustment can be expected iin activities 
other than those connected with pr#odu.ctive work. We discuss the connection 
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ot this adaption to the theory in the next subsection when 
step from eq. (1) to rhe relation or frontier CUT the theory. 

We have so far been examining Calorie requirements by 

we discuss the 

iooking ai the 
different components of energy usage. Thlese estimates were constructed 
primarily by examining the energy consumption of individuals involved in 
certain activities. Thus we go from activities to Calories required. We now 
examine evidence from studies which look at the question the other way 
round. Thus giuenr the calorific intake the;f ask about actual or potential 
performance. This sense of the question is closer to the spirit of the theory. 
Two of the studies are from the 1940s and are well-known. The frequ::ocy 
with which these two are cited leads us to suspect that few similar stt.dies 
exist. This is not surprising since condition!; where the calorific intakes l,an 
be controlled and performance monitored are rare. There is, however, L;<:rme 
work in progress by Viteri and his associates in Guatemala. Their exi-jet-i- 
ments a.re of substantial importance, well-advanced and will be discissed 
below. 

We have already mentioned the example of the Minnest>ta experimerrt by 
Keys et al. (1950). .This study is widely quoted, for example Berg (1973, F. 
13), Freedom From Hunger Campaign ( 1962, table 2), Payne and Dugdale 
(1975, p. 8), Davidson et al. (1975, p. 40), Young and Scrimshaw (1971). 
T!:irty-two volunteers were hired for 24 weeks and given a diet of 
1,6OOCals/day. Keys et al. found [see FFHC (1962, table 2):j the results given 
in table 2. 

Table 2 

Weight loss and performance. i .~_~---- 

Capacity for 
Percentage of prolonged Actual work 
body weight physical work performance 
loss percentage change percentage chaq!: 

-. --- 

5 - - 10 
10 -10 -20 
15 -30 -50 
20 -50 - 80 
30 -80 -90 
40 -95 -95 
50 -100 -- 100 
~--.- ~---_ 

In Germany during the Second World War there was a survey of energy 
expenditure in the major industries [Lehmann et al. (1950)]. Reference is 
made in Leibenstein 1(195i, pp. 6%.-76), Dbavidson e’i al. (1975, p. 28), FFHC 
(1962, table 3), Berg (1973, p. 252), and Sckhatme (1965). They found, for 
example, the results presented in tables 3(a) and 3(b). 
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Table 3(a) 

Output in coal mine against rations in Rchr coalfield in Second World 
War/ 
-- 

Daily calories 
‘available for work Ott1 put Calories 
(over and above 2200) tom: per ton Body weight 

1200. 

16ou. 

2cto9 

6.7 

9.4 

10.8. 

177 

169 

192 

Constant 

Loss of 1.2kg in six 
weeks 

siiow rise 

*Source: FFHC (1962, table 3) from Lehmann et al. (1950). 

Table 3(b) 

Output irl steel works against rations during !&ond World 
War. 

Year 

Daily calories Production of 
‘available for work steel, per man 
(over and above .2200) per month 

1939 1900. 122 
1940 1600 112 
1941 1450 95 
1942 1200 83 
1943 1120 85 
1944 1150 78 

- 

“Source: Sukhatme (1965, cable: 2.7) from Lehmann et al. 
(1950). 

In both table 3(a) and 3(b) it is clear that the hypothesis of a linear 
relation between Calories ‘available for work’ and output per man receives 
quite strong support. In ,,:he examples involved in both tables 2 and 3 we 
have studies which examme changes in coiisumption, work and. weight: for 
given individuals over trime. The examples are, therefore, OF particular 
relevance for eq. (l)- see also the example from prisoner-of-,war camps 
above. 

Both the Minnesota a.nd German World War Two studies examined 
contractions in Calorie intake coupled with reductions in performance. There 
is, however, a recent strdy of great importance and relevance to our 
discussion, by Viteri et al. which examines increments in intake a:ld increases 
in weight and activities. We are fortunate to have seen a preliminary report 
on that study and be graned permission to quote [see Viteri (1975):]. We are 
grateful for their permission and should emphasise that resul.ts are still 
provisional. Published reports are expected shortly. 
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Two cane-cutting communities in Gue;emala 2 km apart were selected. 
Workers in community 2 received an ;nergy supplemer!t and those in 
community 1 <acted as a control.. The head of the fanlily received the 
supplement in the form of, sucrose in a swee,\ened drink (t&en twice daily) 
which also contained certain vitamins. Workers in community 1 also received 
drinks which contained the vitamins but a low calorie sw:etener was used 
instead. The additional intake from the drinks in community 2 was 
65OCals/day. ft was found that the high-energy supplemented wtjrkers cut 
their intake from home sources from around 2800Cals/day to 25OOCals/day. 

Viteri 41975, p, 23) concludes: 

The available measuremerits of total productivity, work intensity and 
performance in the field indicate that the energy supnlemented workers 
show a consistent tendency towards greater work intensity, energy ex- 
penditure and productivity than the control workers belonging to com- 
munity 1. 

Further results are to be reported on changes in family consumption and off- 
the-job activity. The study provides a good and rare example of the kind of 
work we belie we should be encouraged and we shall return to it briefly when 
we make some suggestions for further research. 

We conclu~de this subsection by summarizing the conclusions of our 
examinations of. the nutritional literature. One can divide energy usage at 
constant weight into energy for maintena nce and energy for work. The first 
of these is qu:&ntitaLtively more significant -for the FAO/WHO reference man 
the two require:ments were 2600 -and 400Cals/day at moderate activity levels. 
It is possible ho,wever to arrive at estimates substantially lower than 
3OOOCals/day by adjusting the maintemirnce requirement for a temperature 
difference betiveen 10°C (FAO/WHO reference) and 25°C (roughly a mean 
for N. India):, lower notiors of ‘minimum’ activity 1,evels. steady diet and 
lower estimates of BMR. An extreme low figure may be around 
?OOOCals/day, instead of 3000: It is unanimousiy agreed thai ceitcris pribus 

lower body w’eights mean lowe, requirements. Differences :jver the maiuten- 
ante .-equirernent will lead trJ much larger proportional differences in the 
residual available for work out of a given diet. 

At constani: body weight the ability to do work seems to be linearly 
related to Calories above maintenance over quite a ‘srge range if techniques 
of work stay tht: same. It seems plausible that 111 some level of intake 
significant non-linearities must be present. 

When food ,inta,ke is cut adaption can occur in sev :ral way:;. a reduction in 
‘minimum’ al;:tivil:y levels and a ,cilange in the way in which iasks ~e 
performed. ‘Unfortunately, experirnx has shown that human beings can 
adapt themselves, at a low level of vitality and with their powers impaired to 
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an insuflicient ration, without reaIising that they are underfed’ [IGopalan, 
Rama Sastri, Balsabramlanian (19’74, p. 9)J 

So far, in discussing tlbc interpretation of tht: relat:ion between productivity 
and consam,ption as being due to nutrit:iona.l factors ‘we have consicbrcd only 
the calorific value of, food intake as compared to energy expenditure: in zloing 
work. An obvious reasoil for focussing on this aspect of food consumption is 
thet the reIation to WQ rk is direct and allows of precise quantification, at 
least in principle. However, there are other intluenaes at work, one of which 
deserves mention although we will not be a.ble: to say anything precise about 
it. ‘Everyone knows that there are some peqple who ,bel faint and find it hard 
to concentrate if they miss a regular meal. A possible cause is depletiou of 
tire level of blood sugar. Blood sugar level is not necessarily linked to recent 
food ingestion but in th’e case of some individuals it seems that the level falls 
markedly when they fast. 

When blood sugar level falls the result is not dissimilar to th,at which 
follows a decline in blood oxygen level: the subject feels drowsy and cannot 
concentra.te, reactions aIre slowed and lethargy results. In the case of a person 
in this condition the marginal productivity :in terms of effective work output 
of a small quantity of food intake could be very higlh. Even if blood sugar is 
art imporr:ant factor for only one in ten of workers, but supposing that the 
employer cannot identif:y who these workers are, it could still be worthwhile 
to pay higher wages to ensure an adequ;a.te level:cc’ current food intake. Note 
that the emjployer would want to ensure if lposs~b~e that the extra wages were 
consumed by his wcrkcr during the course of the workirlg day, including 
ideally breakfast. 

All this is very speculaitive. Very little is known in quantitative terms about 
bloyjd sugar and food intake .xnd until more is known it will not be possible 
to maike the link to the theory of wages more precise. 

We turn now (subsection 2.2) to the consequences of our discussion for ihe 
theory described in part I of this paper .and {[subsection 2.3) to the 
consequences. for estimal.es of numbers irk poverty and for further research. 

2 2. The COI: sequences fkr the rheory 

WI: must now discusrll the connection between eq. (1) and the relation, >r 
frontier, -,ve are trying tcl identify. This involves a definition of the meaning of 
that frontier (see section 1 and jig. 1). Tlhis is not as simple: as might appear 
at fir:;.t sight. Leibenstein (1957), Mirrlees (1976j and Stiglitz (1976) merely 
sta.te i-q some form or other that the nurnber of efficiency h’ours produced in 
a day is an increasing function of the wage. Ir~d~;:rd, this was our procedure 
in part I of thli: paper. 

IYt is clear from the Calorie approach of zrubsection 2.1 that we must 
consider the relation as a fairly long-rur phenomenon. In the short run one 
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can perform YVOI’IC without any food intake by reducing body weight 
although of course., for stwble body weights, on average over time, the energy 
stored in the body must be replaced. Whether one would wish to reduce 
body weight rather than do less work is a separate question. 

The energy from ingested food is available quite qu#:kly. A graph of 
available energy from food against time from ingestion of foIod would show ‘I 
peak after an hour or so with the majority of energy available within three 
or four hours [see Earrow (1974, pp. 146--147)3. Howe,ier, unless en,zgy 
usage is synchronised with energy availability there will be storage in, or 
extraction from, the body. It is this role of the body as a s,tore which implies 
that the relation is not a short-run phenomenon. 

A body weight which is on average stable: may lluctuate over quite long 
periods. Davidson et at. (.1975, pp. 38-39) quote a careful study (1962) of a 
woman wh,o had a weekly cycle of losing on average one pound per day on 
week-days ar_d replacing at weekends. And she was unaware of rhis until the 
results were analysed. HaswJl (1975) (see section 4) shows in the village she 
studied in Gambia that there was a yearly cycle in body weight given the 
agricultural work calendar and availability of food. Given the behaviour of 
the body as an energy store we must consider the theory, in st> far as it is 
based on energy, as rzferring to a period longer than a fe% days and 
frequently muc?l longer. 

Mirrlee? (l976), for example, is perfectly clear that he has a long-run 
relation in mind although this is not always so clear in Rodgers (1975j (see, 
for example, p. 74 where he claims ‘wages cn one day effect capacity on the 
next’). 

Accepting the relation as a long-run phenomenon we must enc?.uire as tq2 

the long-run adjustment hypothesis. An initial candidate rnight appear to be 
a given weight. However, this does not appear to be the notion that previous 
authors had in mind. F’or example, Mirrlees (19?6, p. 20) refers to the “fairly 
healthy and well-fed’ (and hence more productive) w,Arhers. We take it that 
in this context he also lmeans heavier workers. Leibenslein (145’ pp. 62--75) 
and MyrdJ (1968, p, 1603) do not seem to have been talking about walkers 
of given weight either. 

But what should we assume about the long-r,.ll weight itdjustrinent? Let US 
IKW turn to eq. (1) and examine alternative appr-oilohes. Since ufe arm:: takin,s 
the long run we assume that (on average over a fzw day,;) A W is zcrd. and 
thus that weight has se,ttled dolvn to a steady level for given (c. n). Thu’; ‘we 
have 

C= ff(n, W)+kW~. (2) 

i%e ~~~~~ytiar. qf W = Windependent of (c, n), togetbsr with J”( , . ) line 1.r in 
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n, would give the relation shown in fig. 2. Employers would show un- 
ambif+ous preference for lighter workers sincze both the fixed cost k Wb and 
the marginal cost would be lower. Further the employer would select a very 
high :uumber of tasks per worker since his optimum, the minimum cost per 
task, is given by the tangent from the origin’ tat the relation or frontier (see 
part I and fig. I), and thus cannot occur on the linear portion XII. Certainly 
the former conclusion sounds implausible (see return to this in section 4). 

- 2000 

Fig. 2. Calories required as a function of tasks performed for the reference man at constant body 
Iweight and with fixed method of performing tasks [c=consumption per day (in Calories), 

n=number of tasks per day]. 

Suppose now that we abandon the assumptio’n of givsn weight W and go 
to a different extreme, rraindy that given (c,n) the weight adjusts to a long- 
run equilibrium value determined by (2) But this would seem to imply nd 
relation at all between (c, n). We could pick any (c,n) pair we wished and 
there would be a long-run equilibrium w! This again is most implausible - 
very low c for gi.vcn n would merely imply a low long-run w even if It 
happens to be 5 kg. 

The point is thaf a Calorie accounting equation of, the form of (1) can be 
used in two distirict ways. Although the particular functional form might 
need to be adapted to the particular use, it is after all an identity. We havp 
for the mos’t part, ‘used the equation to estimate Calorie requirements given 
work output and &en, setting L;I W=O, the right-hand side determines the 
M-hand side. Rut. one may with equal logic u&e t.he equation to determine 
the change in weight given work output and Calorie input, so tha,. the left- 
hand side ~111 determine the right,-hand side. 

The impl!ausibihty of the two specifications we have tried so far must lie in 
their ignoring the notion of strength or physical ability. We think of a person 
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as being too weak to perform a certain task or maIre than a certai;‘: number 
of tasks. This idea is best captured in terms of a relation between VI’(n) which 
would describe the minimum we.ight required to achJeve a number i)f tasks n. 
Indeed many nutritional standards are now related [see, for example, 
Gopalan and Raghavau (196911 to weight, beight, and other anrthrl3po:metric 
measures.* This idea of minimum weight l+‘(n) is important to 0.1~ sugzes- 
tions for further research and is discussed further in subsnzctions 2.3 and 2.4, 

Let us suppose, then that a W(n) function can be defined. Eq. (2) becomes 

r=: $I, W(n))+ kW(n)‘? (3) 

This is now a relation between c and n and we take it to be the delMion of 
the relation or the frontier of the consumption set. We have discussed, j? and 
the f(. ,. ) function so to determine the shape of the frontier it remains tc 
discuss W(n). It is clear that the function W(JZ) will vary across indi~~iiduai~. 
and will not be easy to define for any one individual, but it doe5 seem 
indispensable to the relation we seek. We su.ppose. tha.a W increases tvith n 
and W(0) is positive. Empirical information 01: thie functi0.n IV(n) 1s 
provided by table 2 aud is shown on the graphs of Kg. 3. There ale two 
important points we should note about these data. They depict ;h:: con- 

/_A” 
0.5 I.0 

Fig. 3. The relation between weight and performance iy the Keys et al. (19.50) st:mi-it;:rvation 
:qeriment (w== weight as a proportion of initial weight, II = performance as a ?ropo: tion of 
initial performa.nce). The lower line uses the second column of table 2 (capacity ~OJ, pr~:longed 

physical work) and the upper line the third column (ac:ual work performance). 

Blt is obvious in this context that we are not conce:.ned with the problems of IJbesity. t Id that 
ane should discuss proteins in the building of muscle. 
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sequences for work performance of weight reduction far heavier individuals, 
whereas we are primarily concerned with the effect of i.)ctra food on the 
undernourished.. Secondly [FFHC (1962, p. 1611 ‘the effects of malnulirition in 
these experiments are much more severe and occur earlier than in chronically 
undernourished! populations, Obviously, the sudden change from a relatively 
rich North American diet to starviation rations allowed. only a partial 
adaptioln to the new situation’. Moreover our W(n) function is, in principle, 
an equiilibrium notion in the sense 0;. stead/y weight. The Minnesota results 
refer to observations ta’ken while weight was falling. We return to both these 
qualifications with our suggesti’ons for further research in subsection 2.4. 
Viteri (3975) d.oes not give sufficient detail to provide a W(n) function but it 
is recorded that those receiving high-energy supplements put on extra weight 
as well as achieving higher productivity. 

The W(n) curves shown in fig. 3 are at first concave then convex. Over a 
substantial part of their length they are linear and we should, given the 
remarks above:, expect the linear approximation to improve if the period of 
adaptioai is longer. 

We can now use (3) to sketch the relation. Cn the assumpticin that fi= 1, 
f(. ,. ) i,s lineal, and u’(?z) is linear we have a linear relation which would be 
as in fig. 2 bat w:ith a steeper gradient since we heave, along Ehe relation, 
increases in Was a. result of the change in PI. Given that p may be less than 
one and that diminishing returns in f(. , . ) as function of n may set in, we 
should be inclined to regard the relation as more likely to be convex 
although there may be a small concave portion near the vertical axis in 
accorc.ance with the W(n) relation of fig. 3. Thus we sketch th.e relation in 
fig. 4. Further (minor) evidence in favour of a convex curve can be obtained 
by examining the relation between weight lifting records and weight division. 
For example the world records for the different weight brackets for the jerk 
are as presenteNd in table 4. Note, however, that the capacity to lift a heavy 
weight is not identical to the capacity to engage in prolonged physical effort. 

n- -- -I 

Fi.g. 4. The relatic II [c - cor,sumption per dry (in Calories), n=number of tasks per day]. 
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Table 4 

Weight lifted for competitor against 
weight limit for competitor (jerk).” 

Weight limit Weight lifted 
(kg) (kg) 

52 140 
56 151 
60 159 
67.5 178 
75 I90 
82.5 203 
90 214 

110 228 
1lOf 241 

“Source: Guinnass Boc,k of Records 
(1974). 

Diminishing marginal returns to body weight seem to set ir strongly for 

comparisons across individuals and would, we suppose, be yet more marked 
for any one individual. The shape drawr. ill fig. 4 for the W(n.1 curve must, 
however, be speculative and we return to this point in subsection 2.~: when 
we discuss further research. 

It should be recalled that W(n) was the ~zinimum M’ for given H. lr. would 
not necessarily be the W which the individual would regard as preferable or 
be ‘optimum’ in any medical sense. Therz may also be a max.imum W’ fol 
given n. The consumption set is the area above XD but presumably ha,s ati 
upper boundary. The individual would order (c, n) pairs in the consumption 
set taking into account the consequent W( ). 

We should emphasise that at higher income levels the assump ion that one 
can confine attention to a twoldimensional consumption set (tasks and food) 
becomes impossible to sustain since expenditure on food wouhl become less 
important in the budget. The emphsyer would be justified in assum,ng that 
increases in consumption consequent on increases in work wokbId be met by 
a relatively minor budget adjustment by the employee and \v:cluld not take 
‘the relation’ into account in setting the w:rge (see part I). 

We note briefly the theoretical consequences of the relation or Contier 
sketched in fig. 4. The first is that if the consumption set is convex ‘ttlere is 
no scope for the differential treatment of ibentlcal individual! a!, sugge:c; ted by 
Mirrlees (1976). We saw in part I that this result depends cr Aa+ on the 
consumption set being non-convex. 0Jr consumption set (!~e fig. 41 is the 
area bounded by the frontier XD and the :ertical axis above A:. The !ine OX 
is NH included and hence it is a comtex set (ignoring the small region close 
to X). Mirrlees suggested that a familq which could not produce I:nough to 
survive whilst feeding identical members equally may nevertheless survive bq 
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tlreating identical people unequally. If our specification ,:f the frontier is 
c’orrect this is alot possible. The only solutions are migration, activity in an 
area or occupation not covered by the model, or death of some members. 

The seconcl consequence arises from the possible proximity to linearity. It 
will be recalled from part I that the employer minimizes cost per task by 
sn:lecting the point of tangency from 0 to the comumption set (see fig. 1). If 
the ‘ci.ose-t+linearity’ proposition is correct the employer would select a very 
high number of tasks per worker, if he wen: indeed able to chloose alo)lg the 
frontier, since his optimum cannot occur on the ‘close-to-linear’ portion of 
the frontier. We shall return to this poirlt in section 4 when we discuss Fimple 
tests of the theory and in particular (bri:lIy) slavery. 

2.3. Estimates oj’numbers in poverty 

Our snitial purpose in examining estimates of numbers in poverty based on 
nutritronal criteria was to show that there are sufficiently many people with 
incomes which must imply a low nutritional status to justify the examination 
of theories of wage ds:terminstion which focus on the relation between 
productivity and consump?ion. We took India as our example and it is not 
surprising that the number who can be assumed to be at this low level is 
large. The relation of this findicg to the theory is discussed in section 4. We 
:;howcd in subsection 2.2 that major differences exist over Calorie require- 
men’s and we wished to examine ehe: consequences of t!rese differences for 
estimates of the numbers in poverty. We shall see that the estimates of these 
numbers are highly sensitive to the specification of Calorie requirements. In 
subs,ection 2.4 we go on to ask about the meaning of the statement that a 
substantial number of people’ are below minimum levels and to make 
suggestions for further research. 

The calculation of numbers in poverty based on nutritional status proceeds 
ar;i follows. A nutritional standard is prescribed and a diet, based on local 
materials, which meets it defined. That diet is then costed and we suppose 
this yields X Rupees. The proportion 0 spent on food by those with low 
incomes is estimated and the poverty hne is then defined as X/e R.upees. This 
calculation has been carried out by Bardhan for rural India for 1960-61 and 
196869 [Bardhan (1973a)J using data. from the: National Sample Survey. He 
considers the cost of a 5 item basket- 15 oz cereals, 3 oz pulses, 4 oz milk, 
1.5 oz sugar and gur, 1.25 oz of edible cds per day. This is his minimum diet 
for an average ‘Indian adult in moderate activ$y’. He calculates the cost of 
this basket at rural prices as Bps. 24.43 per month in 1968-69 (Rps. 11.87 in 
196s.61). Assuming the average person to be Cl.81 adults he calculates a 
requirement of Rps. 19.79 per person per month for food (Rps. 9.61 in 196@- 
61). The figures for food are then translated inta, figures for total income 
using the ratio of expenditure on food to total expenditure for the poorest 
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50% of the rural population. In this way (using data on income distri’rtution) 
one obtains an estimate of the proportion of the rural population liv’ng on 
incomes inadequate to meet minimum nutritional needs. Bardhan finds this 
proportion to have rise n from somewhat less than 38 o/0 in 1960-61 to about 
54% in 1968-69. 

The calorific value of the basket in Bardhan’s budget can be calculated9 
using tab”es on th:a nutritive values of Indian foods [Gopalan, Rama Sas!ri, 
and Balasubraman’ian (1974)] as 2386 Calories. 

Now sippose that we dropped the Calorie requirement for the reference 
male (see fcotnote 8) by about 20% from Bardhan’s implicit figure of around 
24OOCals/dsy to around 2OOOCals/day. It is not our purpose to defend such 
a figure smc;e we are concerned with demonstrating sensitivity but we note 
that 200OCals/day couId be defended, for example as follows. Take the 
FAO/WIIO standard figure of 46 Gals/day per kg body weight (FAO,‘WI-IO 
p. 79). Reduce by 10% to allow for the ambient temperaLure ::!‘ 25’C 
[Davidson et al. (1975, p. 32)] thus obtaining 41,4Cals/day per kg body 
weight. Specify a standard body weight of 48 kg and we have Z:OOOCals/day. 
48 seems close to average Indian weights for 20 year old males” (our 
reference m2.n is a.ged 20-29). Alternatively drop the Calorie requirement by 
10 % and R:ardhan’s estimate of prices by 10 “/, to achieve a 20 S,, reduction in 
required income. Alternatively one could suppose that 6 (proportion of 
income spent on foodj was :nderestimkled by 10 “/, so that req i+-ed income 
was overestimated b-l 1.0’7 , 0, together with an error in prize of 104;. 
Alternative]! one could suppose that the incomes of the rural poor were 
underestimated by some percentage (and this seems quite possible). 

It shou.ld be clear from the above that it is possible that either Bardhan’s 
required minimum income was 20:/, too high or the estimated incomes of 
the rural pc’jor were 19% too low 3r a combination of the ‘two giving the 
same result. Using a Z!O”A reduction in minimum requirements’ ’ WI: find that 
we should have 2Oo/0 of the population in poverty in 196~-161 rather than 

9For details .of the calculation, see Bliss and Stern (1976). Bardhan omitted (for lack of price 
figures) 1 oz of ground nut and 602 of vegetables from the basket. These would add another 
200-300 Calories and bring the total close to the current ICMR recommendations, of 28rOO for #i 
55kg man. Bardhan (1973) refers (p. 249) in the paper to 2700 (although this may bc a misprin:) 
Calories ar.jd fijgm of protein and says they are the recommendation of the ICMR. Since 195:1 
the ICMR has recommended 2800Cals and 5jgm of protein for a 55 kg man in moderate 
activity. We take it that Rardhan must be referring to a 55 kg man since it has been standard 
ICMR pral:ticc since :958 to recommend 1 gm of protein per kg body weight for the reference 
male [see Copalan and Narasinga Rao (1974, p. ?.)I. However dur main point here is not to 
argue in favour of a particular level but to show sensitivity of numbers in poverty to variations 
in the level chosen. 

“Copaktn ind Vilaya Raghavan (1969) give the average weight of 19 year old males as i 
48.1 kg. 

“We multiplied Baadhan’s estimated minimum income for 1960-61 ‘>f Rps. 14 per month by 
08 to obtain an annual income of Rps. ;34. By interpolating B.S. Mini:as’ (1974, p. 68, table 2) 
we arrive at th: 20% quoted. 
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Bardhan’s calculated 38 %. Tlus a 20% reduction in the ‘line’ halves the 
number of people below it. With this kind of sensitivity and the uncertainty 
in all the figures involved in calculating the number in poverty we should 
suggest that such calculations have rather little value. And we should 
emphasise that the approach is a common one. We have selected Bardhan’s 
example because it concerns India and rural areas both of which are of 
particular interest to us. For a series of similar calculation for a large 
number of poor countries and regions, see Reutlinger and Selowsky (1976). 
Even though the notion of requirements plays a central role in their analyses 
the authors subject neither th’e level nor the meaning of requirements to 
serious question. We turn to the issues of the measurement of poverty in the 
next section. 

These quc itions having been raised let it not be forgotten that our 
calculations do confirm that a large proportion of the populiltion of rura. 
India and, presumably, an eve111 larger proportion of landless .abourers (see 
section 4), must be consuming at rather low Calorie intakes by :he standards 
of only moderate work. The implication is that these labourers must be 
lighter, or doing less productive work or using less energy outside their 
prorluctive work than the hypothetical individuals being used to define the 
standard (and we shall go on to discuss the questions raised by such 
conclusions in subsection 2.4). It should be emphasised that the figure we 
useo: in the example of 2000 Calories is a low one based as it is on an 
average weight of Indian males of 48 kg. The average includes a large 
numt~er of the ‘undernourished’ and this may be inappropria.te as a ‘target’. 
Equally, as ar average it must Je above the weight of the least nourished. 

Further Bardhan’s main purpose was to show that the i.;umbers in poverty 
increased between 1960-61 and 1968-69 (from 38 “/, to 54 “/, he suggests) and 
nothing we have said contradicts the assertion that a large increase has taken 
place. 

L’.4. Some questiom 

The preceding subsections h.:lve raised questions and encountered diflicul- 
ties which are important for economists and nutritionists. We can summarize 
the conclusions of this part of our discussion by ,>osing the qu.estions directly. 

We set out on an attempt tc.> use the nutritio:lal literature to construct a 
relation between consumption and productivity and we concentrated on 
quantity of food, measured thr~.)ugll Zaiories. We saw in subsections 2.1 and 
Z!.2 that one could not really construct the relation at issue without first 
constructing a relation between weight and ability to work. Thus our 
question is: ‘What are the consequences for an irdividual, in terms of ability 
to perform tasks of being a certain vqeight?’ Or: ‘What is the minimum 
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weight (of it exists) an individual would require to be to perform a g&en 
number of tasks and how does this weight vary with the number of tasks? 

We shall see that a simikr question emerges from our discussions i,n 
subsection 2.3 of the numbers in poverty according to nutritional standards. 
We saw that Calorie recommendations depend .on weight. The Indian 
Council of Medical Research, through their National Institute of .Nutrition in 
Hyderabad, issue Calorie recommendations and these numbers form the 
basis of most of the discussion of nutrition IL India. They currently 
recommend 2800 Calories and 55gm of protein fol a man of 55 kg in 
moderate work [see Gopalan and Narasinga Rao (197+1, p. 2)]. Suppose WC 
carried out an exercise such as that described ir. subseLtion ,2.3 and deduced 
that many such males were consuming less than 2800Cals/day. What then 
follows? It must be (assuming that our calculations are correct) that the:se 
males weigh less than 55 kg, or that their basal metabolic rates are lower, or 
that there is less activity perfornlcd or at a slower rate, than is implicitly 
assumed. Presumabl!- it i?. some combination of these effects. 

But now we must ask why 55 kg was chosen as the standard weight for 
recommendations. ‘ihe average weight of the reference Indian male would 
appear to be around 48 kg.’ 2 The ICMR documents recognise this point but 
say rather little. In the latest recommendations Gopalan an.1 Narasinga Rao 
(1974, p. 5), when discussing recommeridations for children skate: 

The low body weights of majority of Indian children are &ibutable to 
poor nutritional status. It has also been shown [Taneja (1!367)] that the 
growth potential of Indian children is not different from that of European 
or American children. Therefore the earlier recommendations of Calorie 
allowances for normal Indian children based on expected body{ weights. 
appear to be reasonable. 

But this leaves open the question of the ultimate body weight one supposes. 
The standard reference man for developed countries weighs 65 kg, but for 
India weighs 55 kg. These numbers are based GL~ an average heldthy weight, a 
level, which is, we suppose, difficult to defne. 

We do not wish, and have not the com,wtence, to sug:;:est particular 
weights for the reference man. Our aim is to r;;7:bhasize the foilowng point. 
The calculation of numbers in poverly by nutritiona! standard.!; involves the 
asserticn thi. t individuals are underlveight by c*;rtain standards. A po!icy 
judgement should be informed as to .he COFZS~~U~IX~S cf being underweight. 
We arr’ therefore back at the questian whicn arose from subsections 2.1 and 
2.2. Wnat are the performance consequences of being ‘~znderweight’? 

12We have been unable !o find an average figure for the reference male (aged 20-39). H~waver 
the ave:age ror 19 year old rllaies is given in Gupalan and Vije:!ra Riqhaven !1S69) a- 48.1 kg. 
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The above question raises :;uggestions for furlber research and for indices 
of poverty and welfare. We suggest that there should be sth:dies of. the 
relations between Calories, weight and perforrna.nce which a.re diRerent in 
two important respects from. the main experiment hitherto [Keys et aI. 
(1950)] which put North America volunteers on a low level diet for 24 
weeks. Thz studies should be longer term and look at the conseiquences for 
performance of higher level dilets which lead to irEcreases in weigh:;.13 Thus in 
a less developed country batches of volunteers of various weights could be 
recruited a@ their performance on different diets could be examined, both as 
equi1ibriu.m weight is approached and after that equilibrium (for given diet 
and activity level) has been established. Presumably it is less hard to fin3 
volunteers, in a less develojped country, for experiments which increa ;e 
weight than those which reduce it. The work of Viteri (1975) described UI 
subsection 2.1 provides a good example of the kind of research which is 
needed. The problems of research design would be substantial. Apparatus for 
measurement can be disconcerting, the incentives faced by partialpants must 
be analysed, energy expendled across the whole range of daily activities 
should be me;asured and :SO on. Viteri has shown that such ‘problems need 
not nullify these experiments. 

Such studies would ha.ve consequences for welfare measure:i;. We have 
suggested that calculations of numbers in poverty based on nutritional 
requirements are of dubi.ous value. Presumably at incomes so low that 
physical ::apabilities can &fer a main policy concern is the state of those 
physical capabilities. Thus it would follow that., where pos.;ible, one should 
measure these directly. hJutritionists do carry out related mr:asureF, (for 
instance height to weight ratios). The kind of research we ha\re proposed 
would inform the use of :hese measures in discussing poverty and suggest 
further indices. Suc11 meaures should then be used as alterna’tives to the 
types of calculations of the incidence of poverty which were described and 
criticized in subsectic.n 23. 

Ther: is a risk ,tha; much of what we have said may be misunderstood so 
we should conclude this section by emphasizing the following. We have been 
conc,:rned with one aspect of nutritional status only, Calorie :intake. It is 
clear that :here are many others of substantial importance. Se:condly, our 
statement that estimates sf jrlumbers in poverty based on nutritional stan- 
dards are of little is not rooted in a lack of concern for the poor. The 
distribution of incomes and the extent of poverty are important issues which 
demand a serious response. The calculation of the numbers below some 
arb(trary level is inadequ2lt.e. We want to know about the numbers with 
various dietary intakes and the consequences for individuiil welfare of 

‘“‘We suppose that some important nutritional effects are very long term, in particular those 
oper:ating across generations. At this point we have in mind something between 24 weeks and a 
generation. 
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con.suming a,t different levels. Similarly, th.e assertion that we are in- 
suffiziently informed as to the performance consequence of being underweight 
does not imply that the consequences are unimportant. We should expect the 
research we recommend to show the opposite. 

3. The problems of formal econometric testing 

We concluded section 2 with suggestlons for an experimesltal approach to 
the relation. Now economists are used to encountering the inability to 
experiment, and indeed, econoinetrics has been developed primarily to cope 
with the problem of statistical inference in economic models u,here experi- 
ment is not possible. I: is therefore natural to ask whetb.er an econometric 
exercise, based on the kinds of data th.at are available, 0:’ coulc’ be easil? 
available, would be able to identify the relation that we seek. 

Let us now see how such an exercise might proceed. We take it !ha! G-K: 
question is posed for agriculture and that time series wouid he more 
complicated than cross-section because of the long periods required for the 
former. One would need then a cross-section of farms with data on output, 
labour, input, other inputs (land, capital and so on), and the corsumption of 
workers. We consider two cases. The first where all labour is hired and the 
second where all labour comes from the family. With more than one type of 
labour matters are, of course, more difficu.lt. 

Where all laboJr, i, is hired we require to estimate 

y=F(I, c, x), (4) 

where c is consumption of workers;, J is output and .I a v;cIor of other 

factors influencing production. One must specify the fw.c:ional form 01’ 

F( ). If one supposed that one coluld work in terms 
posrulated in the relation (see fig. 1 and also part I of 
rewrite (4) as 

y=P(lh(c), .x), 

of elfic,ictlcy units. as 
this paper) one could 

(4 ! 

and the problem becomes one of functional form for ,“( ) ard Ir( ). 
Presumably crude specifications could be tried such as It(c) a cubic in c (to 

allow the shape shown in fig. 1) and F” I ,f c me %ndard “:brm. 
One would need to suppose that f‘arm~~ ;re url;:z re c:f’ ihe relation since 

otherwise one would observe only point:, li)ut;:! 7 c$-: the CUIU: (see fig. 1). 
Further one would need a reasonaYe sprcaci .)s 5% ~3-2 r:;tt:t; since a major 

interest in the exercise is to ::‘y to id.:ntify L%LJ~!,~ tc f !:i \‘titl!r(‘. Thu.; rherc is 
the frequent econometric problem that the wida,: .,x, spread 01 9iage5 the less 
reasonable is it to suppose that the underlying c -~ict~.~re is SinClsr a<r?ss the 
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sample, and in particular that we are dealing with similar individuals. In any 
cast one would not be able to observe wages around zero. 

The best Indian data available would appear to be from the Farm 
Management Studies. However the data are, irJ,evitably, crude, and even a 
simple production function &alysis puts credulity under some strain,14 and 
the more delicate attempt involved in (4’) would, we suggest, be like 
rearranging the deck chairs on the Titanic. 

1i:e problems become worsz when one turns to the case of the family farm 
with no hired labour. For then one has a second equation representing the 
consumption function : 

c=H(y, 1, Z)!, (5) 

where z is a vector of factors influencing consumption. Thus we have a 
simultaneous equations probl&m and one would hacre to suppose x, z, and 
the functional forms were such as to allow identification. Tn specifying the 
consumption function H( ) we inc:lude 1 Gnce hours of work would, no 
doubt, a&zct consumption. But there is the difficult complication that the 
family may have some partial knowledge of ec!. (4,). Thus the functional form 
or parameters of (4) wouQJ affect (5). We have ilot attempted to carry out the 
estimation in &her of th: cases presented here or in the more complicated, 
and more natural, mixed case of part hired and part family workers. We 
should not therefore be cogmatic. We suggest, hrjwever, thae an attempt to 
tease something out of the data, which is much more delicate than the crud< 
production function, with all the problems attendant to that simple exercise, 
would not be justified. 

4. SimpIe test5 of the predlktions of t.he theory . 
We examine, in this section, how some simple predictions of the theory 

fare when confronted with evidence on agricultural wages together with some 
suggestive evidence on the relation itself. We concentrate on evidence from 
Jndia and we are particularly influenced by our stay in the village of 
I’alanpur in- West U.P. in the winfier season of 1974-75. 

We saw in our discussion of s&se&on 2.3 that a substantial proportion of 
the rural population ia India can be assumed to be! malnourished and the 
proportion of landless labourers whr are malnourished will far exceed the 
proportion for the rural population as a whole. Dandekar a.nd Rath (1971, 
pp. .14Al5) calculate (usirn g a ‘minimum’ Calorie level of 2250Cals/day per 
capita) l.hat for 1956-57 57 % of agricultural labour households were below 
the minimum. 

“S~ E~hamdwaj (1975) OT Junank;~ (1976). Further they d3 not contain dsta on con- 
s~ftl.jon of rvorkeru. Orle would premmab1y need to use wages imteud. 
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Evidence that malnutrition is commonplace in India is only weak support.. 

ing evidence for the Mirrlees-Stiglitz model. It shows that conditions are 

such that the effect of consumption on productivity might be playing an 

important role in influencing wages; it does not show that wages are in fact 

being importantly inflnenced. 
We saw in subsection- 2.2 that the theory could only be sensibly considered 

as applying to longer-term contracts, certainly more than a few ti.;ys Thus 
one w.ay of testing the theory would be to compare ihe wages of those to 
whom the theory could be thought to apply, permanent labourers, and to 
those where it is unlikely to apply, that is casual labourers. The theory 
would lead one to expect that permanent labourers would co’nsume at a 
higher level since permanency allows employers to capture thr long-term 
benefits of giving extra food. Further we sugisested in sub:.ection 2.2 that 
since the relation may be linear over a substantial part of its range we :should 
expect an employer, with a permanent contract who is setting his wage in 
accordance with the theory, to pay high wages and demand heavy work. 
Further in a situation where malnutrition is prevalent we should expect a 
high incidence of long-term !abour contracts. 

For 1956-57 we are able to make such a comparison. Bardhan’ 5 has 
provided us with the following calculation from the evidence collected by the 
Second Agricultural Labour Enquiry in India 1956-57: he calculates that the 
annual per capita consumer expenditure fDr a casual agricultural labour 
household was Rps. 136.5 and for permanent (or ‘attached’ in the Report) it 
was Rps. 149.9. The difference therefore has the direction prcdic.ed and 
seems roughly the ‘right’ magnitude for the theory.16 

Less favourable to thle theory is that permanent labour contr,icts seem 
relatively unusual. In Palanpur in i974-75 out of a village popuiiltion of 750 
there was only one such case. For further evidence see i‘or er.ample the 
Indian Government (Mi;aistry of A!piculture) annual puHica?ion .4griculturnl 
Wages in India. There are, of course, less formal loI:?-term arrangements 
[see, for example, Bell (1975)] which may be overlooked by those who gather 
official statistics. Rodgers (1975, p. 69) ;i 4 iscussing the Kosi region of Bihar 
found that tying was a common practice. Nevertheless the incidence does 
seem very much less than would b’e predicted by the theory. for many parts 
of India and, certainly in the part of West U.P. where we were working. 

‘“We are very grateful to P.K. Bardhan for supplying thesL figures, in adc ition tl, manq other 
helpful comments. 

“The ICMR [Ciopalan and Narasinga Eao (1974, p, 2)j suggest 39OUCais$.iay for heavy 
work as opposed 1.0 2800CaLjday for mod,:rate activity for a reference Indian male weight 
55 kg. The increase is 39’);. A permanent labourer would be unlikely IO do heavy uorh 
throughout the year. Further aomeone doing heavier work L.ould consume 1 high:r proportion 
of his income and could command a higbel. proportion of food inside the fanuly. This one 
would expect to ficd a percentage differerdc;: in income bettween permanent and casual workers 
of very much less than 39”,,. 
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perha,ps the most striking implicai:i80n of the theoliy is that WL@S will tend 
to be constant for workers with similar consumption background!s notwith- 
standing variations in demand foj. labour and various factor’s affecting 
productl_rity such as cooperating inputs and season. We saw in part I of the 
paper that the efficiency wage theory when applied ho workers of different 
consumption backgrounds concludes in both the coj:lpetitive: and noa 

competitive cases that wages arc such that the marginal worker receives his 
efliciency wage. If. the marg:nal worker in different regi0n.s is typically a 
hndess Zubourer we would expect similar wages. In the light of this 
implication it is worth asking how an.d according to what patterns wages do 
vary in India across different dist :ict:; 6, nqnd across diflerent seasons. 

The irvailable data are moz+tly contained in the official publication 
~griculturul Wuges in India. The data are voluminous. Wage rates are given 
for each month, for several districts within each stiate and often for two or 
three villages from one district. Moreover in many ciises wage rates are 
provided for many different types cd agricultural field labour, for example, 
ploughing is distinguished from soywing, and so on. Hence a summary of 
what the data show would be formidably difficult and probably pointless. 
What concerns us here is that the picture that emerges i,s one of great, even 
b$wiIdering, diversity. Not only do wages vary across states, as everyone 
wi::uld expect, they also vary spectasuiarly, often by a factor of 2, between 
ncighbo*,!ring districts, even bet ween qeighbouring villages. There is also 
.liar12tio!a with season but this is less marked. If there is any stability it is for 
one observation pomt over the year a.!thc.ugh even in this case there is some 
variation. ” 

1: may well be that the offGal wag: data are highly inaccurate- the 
manner in ahich they are collected does not lead one to have great 
confidence in them- but it is hard on the other hand ~to believe that they 
show diversity where in fact there is uniformity, If anything the opposite 
would be’expected. Of course all OUJ’ inferences here are very uncertain. We 
do noi know the consumption black,sround of the agricultural workers. We 
(lo not know whetTe scarcities of labo,ur that are highly local may be negating 
a model solidly based on the efficiency wage. We do not know when a factor 
such as the unionization of agI iculrural labour -which would have to be 
take:1 in to account in considering e.g. Kerala-i! operating. Nevertheless in 
the wintl,:r season of 1974-75 when we were in West UP the daily wage in 
OUT village was 4-5 Rps. per day whereas in the Punjab the dilily rate for 
agricultural labour was 8-9 Rps. and in Bihar 2-3 Rps.‘” It is hard to 
believe that the efficiency wage iheory could account for these differences. 

IE ma3 be thought that the seau;onal stability of wa.ges provides support for 

“Ra0 (1972) has suggested (hat the se,asond stability may be spurious. 
“These are rough figures collected as r :spwLses to our own questions. We are not referring to 

payments for harvesting Iarhich is u~all~~ XI I le basis of a 5 p/, share. 
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the theory. Indeed Rodgers (1975) gikes evidence of stability in the villages 
he studied in the Kosi region of, Bihar. However the theory wotild predict 
stitbility of. the real wage. Thus seas(onaj stability of money wagt:s is evidence 
agai.nst the assertion that wages are, throughout the year, as determined in 
the theory if prices have big seasonal movements. We saw in subsection 2.1 
that small changes in the level of work activity do not produce large 
proportional variations in the Calorie requirements, thus one cannot use the 
theory together with changes in the type of task ox!er the season to accouni 
for fluctuations in the real wage. It is quite possible of course that he theory 
c:ould be relevant for some periods in the year, when say work was on a 
steady basis, but not for others where it was more casual. 

In the village of Palznpur in the winter season of 1974-75 the price of 
wheat (the staple cereal) increased by 20% from October 1974 to’ January 
lP75 while the wage moved downward slightly, from around 5 Rps. to 4 
R~Y.‘~ The slack labour time (February or March) in our village coincided, 
and this is, presumably a general pattern, with a time when the wheat Iprice 
was high being roughly nine months from the last harvesi. This produced a 
low real wage. Such a pattern IS common elsewhere in North India, is easily 
explicable by simple supply and demand and is inconsistent with the theory. 

The theory would predict the payment of kind wages, particularly meals, 
where possible in an attempt to raise the proportion spent on food. Rodgers 
(1975) and Bell (1975), for example, fount\ kind wages to be imp lrtant in 
Bihar. Rodgers (1975) shows that the wage:; provided in the form of meals 
on the job constitute around half the wage. We consulted 30 fartners’(’ in 
Palanpur in 1974-75 as to why they usually paid 4 Rupees plus meal per day 
rather than 5 Rupees, (the meal was valued at approximately 1 Rupee). The 
large majority of those who offered a reason said that it was to save working 
time since the worker would go hcme for his meal if it were not provided by 
the employer, whereas if it were provided the meal would be eatlzn in the 
field. Only one farmer mentioned in addition to the reason given that it 
might make the worker perform better. 

PK. Bardhan has discussed a notable observation which m&h.: seem at 
first dramatically in accord with the non-competitive version theory.” He 
notes from the 25th round of the: NSS Survey that for 11 states out of 14 the 
average dP.ily wage received by pure landless laboure,rs is in excess of that 
received by small-holders. This is exactly what the non-competitive V;crsicln of 
the Mirrlees-Stiglitz model would lead one to expect if laboiirers with s.ome 
land are interpreted as workers with a positive consumption background. 
Unfortunately it is not clear, LS usual, that the cause is the factors mlated by 
the theory. For example it may be that employers will pay higher wages to 

“We are adding the value of a meal (around 1 Rp.) into the wage. 
“‘These were the farmers of our sample wheat plots [see Bliss arid Stern (1979)j 
” Bar ihan (1973b). 
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workers whom.‘they can get just when they want them and these will be the 
Iandkss 1abourers.l” Note- too tbat the difference:: in wages, if they are to 
support rhe model, should occur m the same villagr: and that the competitive 
version of.the model predicts the opposite ranking (,see part I of, this paper). 

Our hast pieces of evidence are from outside Indi,aZ3 and first we give Tao 
examples of.the applicability ofthe thc:sry where there is permanency and close 
control of la&r. They come from South Africa and from slavery. Feeding- 
of workers in South Africa has bteen a matter of some attcrttion. After 
s(urveying studies showing its advantages in industry, Keyter (1962, p. 15) 
concludes ‘from these measureruentr:, it appears that th,e most i.mmediately 
obvious benefit of feeding to the employer is .a reductioru in sickness, 
absenteeism and accidents’. 

The most permanent form of labour of all is a slave. I-Ience it is interestir ,; 
to note the observation of Fogel and E:lgermanz4 that slaves 06 the 
pdant;ntions of the ante-bellum South had an average daily Calorie intake 
10% higher than that for the rest of t?re population (4185 per day in 1860 as 
opposed to 3741 in 18’79). They go oa to argue that slave farms were mucfi 
more eflicient than free farms: 

In other words even after one adjusts for the fact that on large plantations 
slaves generally worked on better land than free southern farmers and had 
more equipment, large plantations were still some 34?, more efficient than 
free farms.25 

The authors remark further that ‘the higher rate of utilization of labour 
capac:ity was partly due to what was, by the usual standards of farmers, an 
e:!ctraordinary intensity of labour’. 

Berg (1973, pp, 13--14) provides a further example. Ne quotes from Freyre 
(1946) that ‘in north.-east Brazil sugar plan:aition owners soon le;lrnr::d that 
the energy of the African in their service, wht:n &used or subjected to strain 
paid less dividends than when it was well consewed . . . . The Negro slave in 
Brazil appears . . . to have been, wi.th all his itlimentary deficiencies the best- 
nourished element in society’. 

0biousl.y evidence from slave system in the slate-bellum South and 19th 
century Brazil is not evidence for India in the Twentieth century (and it 
should be recorded tbnat the empirical findngs of both su:dies are con- 
troversial). It does, however, provide rather strik:ing suppart for the twin 
asljertions that the relation must lbe c’onsidered as a long-term ;.rotion and 

‘*See Bardhan 11973b) for further discussion. Hz does not dkuss efficiency wages as a 
poaibll: explanation of th: phenomenon but does offer a list of other possible remcms. 

-‘?urnham (1971, pp. X0--88) provide- r> a vaiua,hle discussion of nutrition a!ld poverty and 
sok:e useful references. 

“Fogel and Engerman (197’4, pp. 112.-11!1). 
’ 3Fogel and Engerman (1974, p. 210). 
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that it is of form that would lead one to suppose that, if it were relevant, 
work 1f:vels would be high. 

Finally Haswell (1975, kas presented some evidence from peasant fs.rming 
in the village of Genieri in Gambia in 1947-48. She draws attention (pp. 38- 
39) in the decline in body weight during the ‘pre-harvest hunger’ in 
November-December. The harvest was over in March and the s apply of 
food together witlh relative inactivity caused a recovery in body weights. The 
season of heaviest work was July through October and this coincided with 
relatively low intake. 

She goes on to say (p. 45): ‘Persistently poijr feeding and lowered 
resistance to disease adversely affected the performance of some farmers’, and 
(p. 102): ‘Calorie expenditure during the agricultural season on act,Jal farm 
work was dependant upon the extent to which villages were prevc:nted by 
shortage of food from adjusting intake to requirements’. Thus we have an 
example of the body acting as a st>re of energy in the short term and on 
apparent effect of low food intake an performance, 

Let us now summarize the conclusions of the results of our tes s of the 
simple predictions of the theory. Many of the local labour markets in India 
:Lre conducted on a day to day basis and the wages paid in different markets 
vary a great deal. For such markets we conclude that the efficier,cy wage 
theory has no strong relevance. The large variations in the level of real wages 
for similar types cd labour across quite small regions and over the year which 
we found in India also undermine the applicability of the theory VI hich, we 
saw in part I, gave a presumption in favour of uniformity. 

Comparisons of relative wages for different kinds of labour do lowever, 
lend some support to the theory. We found a difference in incomes :r. favour 
of permanent labourers relative to casual labourers and landless relative to 
landed labourers. 

It is, however, unreasonable to suppose that one thecry could apply across 
all the Yabc,+ur markets in a country as large and diverse as India. V,‘e would 
suggest that in the area of West U.P. in which we were working the standard 
supply and demand explanation of traditional economic theory * eems to 
operate quite well. However, Rodgers (1975) does give some argurrV:nts (not 
all ,of them convincing as we have seen) for supposing that in tk:: poorer 
Kosi region of Bihar the efficiency wage theory has more relevance And no 
discussion of agricultural wages in Kerala or Ta.mil Nadu coul j iI nore the 
influence of the agricultural trade unions. 

5. Concluding remarks 

We have e,;ar-nlned the nutritional evidence ‘on the connection between 
productivity and consumption. Our main conclusions rvere as foil, ws. The 
relation or frontier discussed i:n the theory dol:s seem to bl a real 
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phenomenon with some of the features used by previous writers. The 
quantity of energy required for ‘mi.nimum’ daily requirements is large relative 
to that required for work so that. small changes in estimates of the former 
!ead to large changes in estimates of, the residual Left for work out of. a given 
diet. 

There is a big range of possible estimates for Calorie requirements. This 
Feads to very large variations of. estimates of numbers on poverty in India if 
these are based on nutritional standards. Concern with the physical well- 
being of the population should lead us to measures of welfare which focus 
directly on physical attributes <such as weight and longevity. The Calorie 
approach is not pal titularly reliable. 

The relation as based on energy is, long term since over periods of at lea:.:! 
a few days the body acts as a store. Over a substantial range of. tasks the 
energy requirements seem to be linearly related to the number of tasks. This 
implies, that an employer choosing his wage according to the theory would 
specify a high work load. 

Further experimental research is urge:ltly needed since the relation may be 
of substantial importance for policy purposes. We suggest in particular a 
lung-term closely monitored study of the effect of higher fe-ding and different 
work loads on previously malnourished groups. 

Forma; ec,sncmet:ric modelling and te:;ting of the theory is possible but 
given ou;_ present state of knowledge of possible functional relations and the 
absence of a large body of publisheld data of the detail and reliability 
require’d we concluded that the exercise is not at present worth the effort. 

We suggested that less formal analysis of the Indian data could provide 
some tentative conc1usion.s. With many labour markets on a day to day basis 
and with wide differences in wages for apparently similar work the theory 
doe:; not have general applicability. We found examples, however, where the 
relarive wages for different kinds of woirk were in the direction suggested by 
the theory. For example landless labourers who are paid more than landed 

and permanent labourers more than casual. We emphasized that it is where 
laboar contracts are more permanent, that the theory is more convincing. 
The high food intake and intensive wcrk amongst slaves in 19th century 
USA arid Brazil provide extreme examples. 

We should like to corclude by emphasizing our suggestions for further 
empiric 11 research. The problem of identifying the relation is tractable, if 
difficult of great potential importanoe for policy and has been largely 
ignored by applied ecor:omists. We quoted the example of the work of Viteri 
to shovIr that studies 01 the relation between food intake and performance 
can be fruitful. A second and related suggestion. is for a series of careful 
studies to provide artthropometric indicators of work potential. We should 
not exp:ct one singk measure to be reliable and research studies should be 
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of a broad selection of both indicator-s and communities. So:ne such 
indicators (for example weight to height ratios) are already used but we need 
additional ones and guidance on thleir interpretation. Measures of these 
kinds should replace the comparatively useless calculations of numbers in 
poverty wlhich involve calorific standards and deficits. 

These are .not questions for idle intellectual curiosity but are of pressing 
practical ilmportance. Given this importance and the possibilities for research 
the comparative absence of knowledg: and lack of current active research is 
both regrettable and worrying. 
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